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Introduction 
 

The goal of this play test was to explore the possible game concept by playing the game without rules like if it was 

a toy. I took as components parts from Arkham Horror and Dungeonquest. The goal is to create an adventure 

horror game, similar to the castlevania theme, where players adventure themselves in a hunted land with mansions, 

castles, towers, etc. The gameplay of the game master has been ignored for this test, only the heroe’s point of view 

has been taken into consideration.  

 

During the play tests I noted down 2 things, first thematic concepts that I would like to see happen through the 

game, second components required to implement those concepts, and finally some random notes or question about 

the game’s behavior that I could already observe. It’s the first time I was using this technique and I might refine the 

process later. Here are the transcriptions of the notes plus a few additional notes I added during the transcription. 

 

Thematic Concepts 
 

• The map should have locations to travel , cross or investigate 

• There should be Characters: with Special abilities, equipment and stats 

• Travel locations: There are pass through location (ex: haunted forest), which is some sort of challenge. Some 

path are more risky than others, sometimes on certain conditions (ex: day vs night) 

• Time: each player has 1 slice of time (4 hours). (note: realized later that a player is better to do multiple actions 

in a turn. Intend to use 4 actions per turn, so 1 hour for each action) 

• Travel hazard like in Nesmania(another of my game ideas), if fail to cross, get damage or locked there. Could 

use determination tokens like in dungeon quest (variant method) (note: a player could take more casualties by 

pushing himself to travel faster) 

• Enter Dungeon: More searching should be done in dungeon rooms (maybe more chance for rewards), there 

should be fewer searchable locations outside. Each location has different odds or maybe even a different stack of 

search cards. 

• Boss Room: Maybe the room is already marked on the board (like treasure room in dungeon quest), you know 

there is a boss there. 

• Town/Friendly locations: Allow to rest, recover life + mental. Can attempt to rest elsewhere but risky 

• Fear checks (related to sanity) allow doing something or not. Maybe fear is related to determination tokens. 

• Action track: Do things faster or slower, if get stuck this allow doing more in a day. (note: Maybe rerolling dices 

could take an additional action because you take more time to get good results, not sure) 

• Secret room: Like in Nesmania, placed outside the dungeon layout. Gives rewards, rest, better search or other. 

(Not sure why need a room unless it can connect to other rooms like a short cut. Not there should be interest to 

have a room. 

• Death: Warp to local town (safe location) on the board tile. Or start a new character. 

• Castle Entrances are hard path to use. Need artifacts (found in other dungeons) or strong power ups. (Note: the 

castle is in the middle of the board, it’s the biggest dungeon which is the final goal. 

• Item limit character can hold, but most items are reusable (like castlevania expandable items) 

• Not sure if variable skills and power for each game, or it’s fixed for each character (make more sense that skills 

are fixed on character but equipment is more flexible. 

• Combat system: Could use the same as the Dungeon quest dice variant 

• Teamwork: Status change on certain locations (to allow a player to unlock a path or make an area less dangerous 

for other players) (not sure if direct team work allows by having 2 players on same location) 



 

Components 
 

• Board: Made of a graph on tiles connected as a 3x3 grid or an 7 hex circle. 

• Character cards/sheet 

• Character pawns 

• Item cards (allow them to be carried and lost easily) 

• Dice: Used for a more generic exploration. Try not to use custom dice. Location identifies the number effects 

• Determination tokens flushable like in Dungeonquest variant 

• Room tiles 

• Dungeon cards: This is the discovery deck, could have one for each dungeon to keep the thematic flavor 

• Rest marker: Indicate last time the character rest. (If a character awake for more than a day, get penalties) 

• Action track: could have some method to keep track of played actions. 

• Dice: Could be used to resolve hazards, or skill checks. Or maybe hazards are resolved as skill checks 

• Item limitation on character sheet like in Fury of Dracula 

• Skills and power cards like in Dungeon quest variant idea (maybe not if skills are fixed to characters). Still, 

usage could be like intended in skill and power (bad luck can make skills crippled) 

• Gold: Can be used to buy service in town and could be a generic reward. 

• Location status marker: Certain player can open or power down a path or location.  

 

Random Notes 
 

• Dungeon exploration seems too long (need smaller dungeon) (giving multiple actions per turn solves this) 

• Do you warp out when dungeon completed (a la Zelda), or maybe backtrack trigger no event, only die rolls. 

Annoying to move back for the player. 

• Want to get nightmare hunter feeling (Which was an adventure game book idea) 

• Similarity to nesmania because there is a stage with a boss. Looks like Zelda. 

• Like in 12 realms, each tile has a story of its own. Can add new tiles as expansion with their cards and tiles. 

 

So this is all I have noted so far. The next step might be to attempt making a prototype. 


